UNITY ON THE LEFT

We note, and welcome, the following section from the statement of aims for LU as in our agreed Constitution

“2) AIMS

The aims of Left Unity are:

a) to unite the diverse strands of radical and socialist politics in the UK including worker’s organisations and trade unions; ordinary people, grass root organisations and co-operatives rooted in our neighbourhoods and communities; individuals and communities facing poverty, discrimination and social oppression because of gender, ethnicity, age, disability, sexuality, unemployment or under-employment; environmental and green campaigners; campaigners for freedom and democracy; all those who seek to authentically voice and represent the interests of working people”

To start implementation of this aim, we would like to see Left Unity develop strategies which, in the long term, help contribute to there being One Party of the Left which can reach out to all the strands of radical and socialist politics in the UK. This will include initiating debate across the left about building One Party of the Left